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A rationale for selecting finds 
 
Reducing the size of the archive while preserving the potential for re-use 
 Research 
 Analysis 
 Interpretation 
 Exhibition 
 Education 
 Communication. 
 
Selection should not be determined by issues of  
 Storage capacity 
 Cost 
 Project resources. 
  



Development 
control 
archaeologist 
 
Ensure there is a 
selection strategy 
for the project 
 
Ensure standards 
are met as required 

Landowner / 
landowner’s 
representative 
 
Ensure that the 
rights of ownership 
are represented 
 
 
 

Specialist researcher 
 
Promote best 
practice in finds 
collection, study and 
selection 
 
Analyse and record 
finds assemblages 
 

Collections curator  
 
 
Represent the 
collecting policy 
 
Ensure curation of 
the preserved 
archive 
 

Project team 
 
Achieve the project aims 
 
Disseminate the results 
 
Create and transfer the archive 

Project manager 
 
Develop project strategies 
 
Ensure project delivery 
 
Keep everyone happy 

Project Stakeholders and their roles and responsibilities 



The materials section of the 
selection template 
 
This can be modified to suit 
specific requirements or 
methods. 



1.   A consistent approach to finds collection and recording 
      with an established terminology (a practice manual?) 
 
 

What to look for in a selection strategy  part 1 



Example: the sample WSI states that: 
 

3.2 The specific aims of the work are to: 
 

• recover artefactual evidence to date any 
evidence of past settlement that may be 
identified. 
 
4.7 Artefacts from topsoil and subsoil and 
un-stratified contexts will normally be noted 
but not retained unless they are of intrinsic 
interest (e.g. worked flint or flint debitage, 
featured pottery sherds, and other potential 
‘registered artefacts’).  
 
Questions: 
 

What is meant by ‘noted’? Is there a 
description of how to do that in the practice 
manual? 
 
Is ‘intrinsic interest’ defined  in the practice 
manual? 
 



4.7 continued 
 

All artefacts will be collected from 
stratified excavated contexts except for 
large assemblages of post-medieval or 
modern material.  
 

Such material may be noted and not 
retained, or, if appropriate, a 
representative sample may be collected 
and retained. 
 
Questions: 
 

Is a ‘large assemblage’ defined? 
 

Is a ‘representative sample’ defined? 
 
Conclusion: 
 

This does not look like a consistent 
approach with an established 
terminology. 



Example: the sample selection template 
states that 
 

Material on site will not be collected from 
topsoil or subsoil unless it is deemed to be a 
‘small find’ as specified in the WSI. 
 

Uncollected material will be assessed and 
noted on site by site archaeologists, 
supervised by the Senior Project Officer and 
the Project Supervisor. 
 

De-selected material will be fully recorded 
before discard. 
 
Questions: 
 

The WSI does not define ‘small find’ and 
refers to ‘registered artefacts’. Which is 
correct? 
 

What is meant by ‘assessed and noted’? 
 

What is meant by ‘fully recorded’? 
 

Are those terms defined in a practice 
manual? 

Conclusion: 
 

This does not look like a consistent 
approach with an established 
terminology. 
 



1.   A consistent approach to finds collection and recording 
      with an established terminology (a practice manual?) 
 
2.   A system of classification of types of materials and finds 
      for the consistent recording of finds and include definitions of the  
      terms used in your classification (metadata) to enable others to  
      understand them. 
 
 

What to look for in a selection strategy  part 2 



Example: a definition of Registered Find in a museum archive deposition standard 
 
REGISTERED FINDS are finds that require special recording, treatment or storage, 
including any finds which have been recorded in situ.  
 
Each registered find for a project is identified by a unique item number.  
 
Unless it is otherwise specified, register all objects of worked stone, metal, 
leather, textile, wood and worked bone, that are earlier in date than AD1800.   
Roman and medieval glass must also be registered.  
 
Objects that are later than AD1800 may be registered, depending on the aims of 
the project, and any instruction in the Scheme of Investigation.  
 



Example: a system of material type classification from a museum archive deposition standard. 
Developed to ensure materials are grouped to facilitate retrieval and packed safely. 

STONE   All stone, flint, gemstones, slate; also mineral, aggregates, concrete,  
  mortar, plaster 

 

 

CLAY  Usually burnt clay, including daub, oven/hearth/furnace lining 
 

 

CERAMICS  All ceramics; brick, tile, pottery, fired clay, pipe clay 
 

 

GLASS  All glass; beads, vessel glass, window glass 
 

 

METAL  All metals; copper-alloy, gold, iron, lead, silver, other metals 
 

 

MINERAL WASTE Slag, furnace lining, clinker, hammer-scale 
 

 

LEATHER / TEXTILE   All leather and textile 
 

 

VERTEBRATES All vertebrate animal remains; animal bone, human bone, worked bone, other 
  animal remains 

 

 

INVERTEBRATES All invertebrate animal remains; arthropods, shell 
 

 

PLANTS  All vegetable matter; charcoal, seeds, wood, other plant remains 
 

 

FAECAL MATTER   All digestive waste; cess, coprolites 
 

 

SYNTHETICS  All compounds, polymers, synthetics 
 

 

UNKNOWN  Anything unidentifiable  



1.   A consistent approach to finds collection and recording 
      with an established terminology (a practice manual?) 
 
2.   A system of classification of types of materials and finds 
      for the consistent recording of finds and include definitions of the 
      terms used in your classification (metadata) to enable others to 
      understand them. 
 
3.   A recording policy 
      to ensure information is collected consistently 
 

What to look for in a selection strategy  part 3 



This project illustrates why a recording 
policy is necessary  
 
The aims of the project included: 

 
• develop criteria for evaluating the 

quality of finds reports 
 
• conduct a survey of a selection of finds 

reports in grey literature form and 
measuring how they meet those criteria 

 
• compile a report that summarises the 

findings of the survey and the 
conclusions of the survey, and sets out 
recommendations for the future. 

 

http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/7090FinalReport.compressed.pdf 

July 2017 



Meeting the criteria: an overview 
 

Fewer than  58% of the reports assessed met 60% of the criteria in the checklist. 
 

39% met less than 50% of the criteria. 

% of criteria met % of reports Cumulative % 

>90             1%          100 

80-90             5%            99 

70-80           12%            94 

60-70           24%            82 

50-60           19%            58 

40-50           16%                           39 

30-40           13%              23 

20-30             6%            10 

10-20             3%              4 

0-10             1%              1 



2.4.5 Basic Record 
This is a rapid analysis that is detailed enough to 
produce a report that will inform an understanding of 
the site and any structural evidence, as well as the 
significance of the pottery assemblage as evidence for 
site activities, modes of distribution, and social and 
economic conditions. 
 
2.4.6 Detailed Record 
The purpose of the Detailed Record is to provide as 
much information as possible about the character and 
quantity of the assemblage, to a level sufficient to 
inform site-specific, local, regional, national and 
international studies of pottery technology, 
distribution, acquisition, use and deposition through 
time, at the levels of specific fabrics, through ware 
types to traditions and styles. Detailed recording 
should also enable the comparison of the pottery with 
assemblages of other types of finds, as well as 
informing interpretations of the site, the character of 
specific features and contexts, and the structural 
sequence. 

Example: a standard for the recording and reporting of pottery assemblages. 



Example: the standard details the data that can be collected for pottery assemblages. 



A pottery specialist is defined as an individual 
who is competent in, and specialises in, 
characterising, quantifying, analysing, 
interpreting and reporting on pottery 
assemblages. 
 
A pottery specialist will have developed 
expertise through the extensive study of 
pottery, and reporting in reputable, peer 
reviewed sources, with a demonstrable ability 
to work unsupervised. Membership of a 
pottery study group is a valuable way of 
acquiring and sharing knowledge, while 
formal accreditation and recognition of 
competence can be gained through 
membership of CIfA. Both are recommended. 

Example: This definition of a pottery specialist could be amended to include all finds 
specialists, in order to identify the personnel required to develop an informed selection 
strategy. 



1. A consistent approach to finds collection and recording 
      with an established terminology (a practice manual?) 
 
2. A system of classification of types of materials and finds 
      for the consistent recording of finds and include definitions of the 
      terms used in your classification (metadata) to enable others to 
      understand them. 
 
3.   A recording policy 
      to ensure information is collected consistently 
 
4.   A selection policy 
      to inform the selection strategy (with anything that is different  
      between the two) 
 

What to look for in a selection strategy  part 4 



Selection Policy 
 
If a contractor or repository 
has a general Selection Policy, 
this can be the basis for most 
selection strategies (which are 
project specific). 
 

The selection strategy will 
note any amendments to the 
overall policy that have been 
determined during project 
planning and consultation 
with relevant stakeholders. 
 

In this example of a 
completed selection strategy 
template, there has been an 
amendment  to the 
contractor’s usual policy 
following consultation with 
the repository. 



Material Group:           Stone 
Material /Find Type Selection Strategy Stakeholders Review Points 

Worked flint All finds are registered. 
Collect all finds for assessment, 
analysis and to be considered for 
selection 

Project team 
Lithic specialist 

Assessment 
Analysis 

Slate All finds to be collected for 
recording, assessment and 
selection on site 

Project team 
Slate specialist 

Assessment 

Moulded 
architectural stone 

All finds to be collected for 
recording, assessment and 
selection on site 

Project team 
Building stone specialist 

Assessment 

Unworked building 
stone 

All finds to be collected for 
recording, assessment and 
selection on site 

Project team 
Building stone specialist 

Assessment 

Worked stone 
objects 

All finds are registered. 
Collect all finds for assessment, 
analysis and to be considered for 
selection 

Project team 
Specialist(s) 
  

Assessment 
Analysis 

Example: A completed selection strategy template based on a material type classification.  



Material Group:         Ceramic 

Material /Find Type Selection Strategy Stakeholders Review Points 

Brick All finds to be collected for recording, 
assessment and selection on site 
All stamped brick fragments to be 
collected for assessment 

Project team 
CBM specialist 
Curator 

Assessment 

Tile All finds to be collected for assessment 
and analysis 

Project team 
CBM specialist 

Assessment 

Pottery All finds to be collected for assessment 
and analysis 

Project team 
Pottery specialist 

Assessment 
Analysis 

Fired clay objects All finds are registered 
Collect all finds for assessment, analysis 
and to be considered for selection 

Project team 
Specialist(s) 

Assessment 

Clay tobacco pipe All finds to be collected for assessment 
and analysis 

Project team 
Clay pipe specialist 

Assessment 
Analysis 

Example: A completed selection strategy template based on a material type classification . 
The amendment shown above is highlighted. 



1. A consistent approach to finds collection and recording with an established 
       terminology (a practice manual?) 
      Stakeholders:  DCA; Contractor (project team) 
 
2. A system of classification of types of materials and finds for the consistent recording  
      of finds 
      Stakeholders:  DCA; Contractor (project team); Specialists; Specialist organisations  
      (e.g. study groups, CIfA Finds Group); repository curator 
 
3. Definitions of the elements of your classification to enable others to understand them  
      (metadata) 
      Stakeholders:  DCA, Specialists, Specialist organisations 
 
4.   A recording policy to ensure information is collected consistently 
      Stakeholders:  Contractor (project team) 
 
5. A selection policy to inform the selection strategy (which notes anything that is  
      different between the two) 
      Stakeholders:  Contractor, Repository 
 

What to look for in a selection strategy 


